Neutralizing antibody patterns and viral escape in HIV-1 non-B subtype chronically infected treatment-naive individuals.
Here we studied the patterns of generation of neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) and virus escape during non-B subtype HIV-1 chronic infection among asymptomatic patients, and established whether a correlation exists between the generation of NAbs and the kinetics of CD4 T-cell decline. Therefore, sequential viruses and plasma obtained at 6 months to one year intervals over a three years period from ten HIV-1 group M subtype A, CRF02_AG, G, and H infected treatment-naïve individuals were tested in neutralization assays. Overall, NAbs were present in all ten individuals, and had the capacity to neutralize autologous virus obtained six months earlier. Eight of the ten subjects showed an increasing capacity to neutralize early viruses and a low capacity to neutralize contemporaneous and later time-point viruses. The neutralizing activities within these individuals resulted in emergence of neutralization resistant viruses, and with the subsequent generation of more NAbs to the emerging resistant viruses. In the remaining two individuals, the capacity to neutralize early, contemporaneous, and later time-point viruses remained conserved. While the kinetics of CD4 T-cell decline varied among all ten individuals, there was no correlation with the capacity to generate NAbs in that, sequential plasmas from individuals with moderately or rapidly declining CD4 T-cells were capable of neutralizing early sequential viruses. We conclude from this study that in non-B subtype chronically infected asymptomatic patients with moderately and rapidly declining CD4 T-cells, potent NAbs are readily generated as the virus evolves to escape the effect of these antibodies.